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 NO. 1                    I Chronicles 12:32                    AUGUST 2019

Insights and Updates on the 2nd American Revolution
by The Famished Patriot

1. YOU ARE THE NEWS NOW.

On 10/28/2017, a mysterious character named Q
appeared on the scene. Q’s mission was to speak
directly to American patriots who desired to see our
country returned to her Constitutional foundations
and her Judeo-Christian roots.

On 2/11/2019 in Q Post # 2689, Q confirmed to us
that journalism as we have known it was dead and
that we, the patriots, the ones who had been digging
for the truth, were now “the news.”

As you can see below in Q Post # 2884 dated
2/22/2019, Q continued to remind us that we are the
ones now tasked with bringing forth the real stories,
the facts, the actualities of the world around us.

2. WHO IS Q?

Today, 21 months after Q arrived, millions of
Americans are still trying to answer that question.
Is Q a person? A team? Where does Q get
information? How is Q able to know about the
future? Does President Trump know about Q?

Q’s identity may never be known. Many believe
that Q is actually a team of military intelligence
people who have devised a way to communicate
directly with whoever may be tuned in without
having to depend upon traditional media outlets. In
short, Q reached out to us to lead us onto our own

personal path of discovery in the face of a failing
media. For those who wish to know more about Q,
the following Internet resources are recommended:

● Praying Medic: Q for Beginners, Part 1
● Neon Revolt: An Introduction to  Q

3. CATCHING UP ON THE STORY.

Much has happened in the 21 months since Q made
the scene. It is not the intent of this newsletter to
retell the first two years of this amazing story.

Those of us who have been following are
privileged to have been watching what will likely
become known as one of the most incredible stories
to unfold in all of human history. If you have missed
it, there are plenty of resources available to help you
catch up.  The following are recommended reading:

● Spygate, by Dan Bongino
● Exonerated, by Dan Bongino
● Witch Hunt, by Greg Jarrett
● Power Grab, by Jason Chaffetz
● The Trump Prophecies, by Mark Taylor

has been created to assist
those who seek to
understand the tumultuous
times in which we now live.

Links above are clickable from PDF document.
Q for Beginners: https://cutt.ly/gwf3nj4

An Introduction to Q: https://cutt.ly/Qwf3XS6

https://bit.ly/2N6TvZn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vYqqH3-xFY
https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/07/11/who-is-qanon-an-introduction-to-the-qanon-phenomenon-qanon-greatawakening/
https://bit.ly/2N6TvZn
https://bit.ly/2N6TvZn
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4. THE STORYTELLERS.

Storytellers shape the cultures of our world. Be they
a professor at a classroom lectern, a president at the
bully pulpit, a newsperson at their anchor desk, a
Hollywood screenwriter, a fiction author, a
magazine editor, or a singer/songwriter, those who
tell the stories determine the courses of nations.

We unconsciously take in messages all day long
through the stories we hear in conversations, read
in books or magazines, or view on television and
film.

Stories shape our thinking. And if the messages
in the stories sound a consistent theme, impacting
large sectors of our population, our culture is
likewise shaped. Thus, those who control the story,
control the essence and makeup of culture.

So, why are we Christians largely off the grid in
culture-shaping, storyteller roles? Why are THEY
and not WE the ones “shepherding the narrative?”

5. THE MASTER STORYTELLER.

God is the ultimate, capital “S” Storyteller. His
Word, the Holy Scriptures, overflows with stories.
As storytellers ourselves, the best of our stories are
the ones that are crafted using the same template
from which God crafts His stories. The capital “S”
Storyteller’s template is written in our hearts. That
is why we can tell a good story from a bad story.

The “story” that we see unfolding before our
eyes in daily news reports, presidential tweets and a
plethora of  voices from all across the landscape
appears on it’s face to be a bad story. It is a story fed
by hatred and littered with chaos and confusion.
And it’s by-product is a flood of fear and negativity.

But here’s the good news. God, the Master
Storyteller, is the One who has pre-written this
story. And it is glorious. But due to the daily assault
upon our eyes and ears by the ones who have
historically been “shepherding” the nation’s
narrative, we are inclined to fall prey to their daily
negative message.

But Reader, take heart. The Famished Patriot
invites you to  discover the Master Storyteller’s

unfolding story about the reclaiming of America’s
Biblically-centered foundations. He is the One who
has already written the story and is now, like a
Broadway producer, rolling it out before our very
eyes. It is up to us to decide if we are going to open
them and behold the glorious pageantry unfolding
before us.

Yes, at its core, the story unfolding before us is
God’s story. The Master Storyteller has called us to
assist Him in “shepherding” His narrative. But how
can that be done unless we understand Him, His
story and the times in which we live?

There is more on the horizon regarding His
story and our work in the “shepherding” of it. But
for the balance of this initial installment of
Understanding the Times, we will first examine the
idea of a battle plan and then jump back to Q and
pick up the story as it unfolds in the waning
summer weeks of 2019.

Read on…

6. TRUST THE PLAN.

Exactly 100 days after Q’s very first post, the phrase
“Trust the Plan” surfaced on Q’s board for the first
time. It happened on 2/5/2019 and again, two days
later in Q post # 691. In the weeks and months that
followed, Q reminded us 17 more times that there is
a “plan” and that yes, we can trust it.

If you are wondering why these reminders are
so important, consider this:  Does a team of military
leaders send their troops into battle without a
strategy for victory? Of course not!
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A good battle plan includes a well-crafted set of
objectives with accompanying strategies, tactics,
contingencies and the practice of deception.

Donald Trump’s book, The Art of the Deal is
rumored to have been based upon the Sun Tzu
classic, The Art of War. From keen observation over
the past two-and-half years it is clear that our
president, and what is likely a team of military
strategists, have been using the tools of war found
in Sun Tzu’s masterpiece.

Why is it so important that Q’s followers  know
that there is a plan?

First, the knowledge of a plan instills
confidence.

Second, the awareness of a plan inspires one to
watch for signs that reinforce the belief that a plan
is being carried out. What was once seen as random
chaos and disorder is now seen as the ravages of
purposeful conflict.

Third, as evidence of a well-crafted working
plan grows, patriots are better equipped to see the
battlefield from a bird’s-eye perspective. The bird’s-
eye view also provides a clearer understanding of
the many and varied battle-fronts engaged as well
as the stakes involved.

Yes, we are at war. The war we fight is no less
significant than WW II. On 6/28/1940, at the outset
of the Battle of Britain, Winston Churchill
broadcast a message to the British people. He said,

“…I expect that the Battle of Britain is about to
begin. Upon this battle depends the survival of
Christian civilization…”

Churchill’s 80-year-old words are as on target
today they were back then. We fight the same
enemies and the stakes are just as high. Our war is
not as noisy as WW II and it is easier to tune out.
“Out of sight, out of mind” as they say.

We do not fight with the traditional weapons of
war. Ours is a war of clashing ideologies. We fight
to level the playing field so the two opposing
narratives can compete fairly. We must, like our
forebears and founders, “shepherd” the best ideas,
the Judeo-Christian belief system and the Biblically-

centered worldview that will determine the best
future for the generations who will follow.

No swords or guns or bombs are visible in this
war. Our weapons are truth confronting falsehood
and the rule of law. Our battlefields are the public
airwaves, the social media networks and the courts.

The good news is that our leaders have an
amazing plan for victory and it is working. More on
this theme will follow in upcoming issues.

Now, let’s check out the battlefield of today.

7. DECLASSIFY.
The Current Situation

Q is a hint-dropper. Rarely is a direct and
straightforward statement made. Q often uses
riddles. Sometimes Q will offer a riddle and then
solve it as seen in post # 3570.

[C] before [D].
[C]oats before [D]eclass. What does it mean?
On 7/29/ 2019, President Trump announced that

Dan Coats, the Director of National Intelligence
(DNI), would be stepping down.

On 8/1/2019, Q posted the  riddle above
indicating that Director Coats would have to step
down before a flood of classified material could be
declassified.

Dan Coats stepped down on 8/15/2019. Look
what information became public on 8/16/2019, the
day following Coats’ departure.

Look What Hillary's IT Guy Did!

But wait… On 8/14/2019, one day before Coats
left office, Judicial Watch released over  300
documents they obtained through a FOIA request
implicating Nellie Ohr of Fusion GPS and her

Link above is clickable from PDF document.
Or manually enter URL: https://cutt.ly/mwf8dTO

Treason!!!

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/08/16/hillarys-it-guy-created-encrypted-gmail-account-and-sent-all-of-clintons-emails-n2551806
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/08/16/hillarys-it-guy-created-encrypted-gmail-account-and-sent-all-of-clintons-emails-n2551806
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husband, Bruce, a former Assistant Deputy
Attorney General at the Department of Justice.
Together, they schemed to push a fabricated story
about then candidate Donald J. Trump.

The documents—generated in Sept. 2016, two
months before the election—contained Nellie Ohr’s
notes regarding persons that her employer, Fusion
GPS, was attempting to link to the Trump campaign
to prove collusion with Russia. We now know the
result of these notes and conversations as the
infamous  “Steele Dossier.” Read about it here:

Nellie & Bruce Ohr Conspire Against Trump

More… Nearly a week earlier, on 8/8/2019,
Judicial Watch released the FOIA-obtained FBI 302
documents pertaining to Bruce Ohr’s efforts both to
advise and assist the FBI in their plan to frame
Donald Trump.

These documents reveal the FBI’s attempt to
fabricate a crime to pin on President Trump, first to
keep him from winning, and later to remove him
from office. Read about it here:

FBI 302 Docs Show the FBI’s  Complicity in Scheme
to Implicate Candidate Trump in Collusion

The story, made public by the declassifications,
reveals a desperate attempt by the Clinton
campaign and it’s supporters in the intelligence
community to create a crime that never happened.
Q followers and others who have researched and
read the materials recommended above have known
about these treasonous acts for a good while. But
now, with declassifications dribbling out, the door
to the story has at last been opened to the public.

Expect more declassified material to come out
including info on the crimes of James Comey, Jon
Brennan and James Clapper.

We will also learn how 5 of our allies, Great
Britain, Australia, Canada, New Zealand and  Italy,

assisted the DOJ, the State Department, the CIA
and the FBI in their efforts to frame and remove
Donald Trump from office.

The DOJ’s Inspector General’s report will be
coming out soon (early September?) and reports
indicate that a fair number of criminal referrals will
be included.

Then we have US attorney, John Durham, who
is investigating the origins of the Russia Collusion
myth and false investigation. His report is expected
to be released soon.

US attorney, John Huber in Utah has been
investigating the criminal enterprise known as the
Clinton Foundation for about 18 months. His report
is forthcoming as well.

Now to the other major story breaking into the
public consciousness.

8. THE EPSTEIN SAGA
The Current Situation

Arrested on July 6th of this year, Jeffrey Epstein was
charged with sex trafficking of minors. It is a
horrific crime no doubt, but Epstein’s story is far
bigger than it appears on the surface.

On Saturday morning, 8/10/2019, news broke
that Jeffery Epstein was found dead in his jail cell.
Almost as quickly as the story of his death hit the
street, it was called a suicide. Naturally, conspiracy
theories about what really happened popped up
everywhere. We may never know the truth.

Over the last couple of years, news about the
arrest of pedophiles, the breaking up of pedophile
rings and the rescuing of children caught up in
these abominable circumstances, has become more
and more commonplace.

But what separates Jeffrey Epstein from the
others arrested and charged with such crimes? Well
for one thing Q has been posting about Jeffrey
Epstein for almost two years. On the next page you
will find a post from 2017. What do you see?

What else do you see? What is Q trying to tell
us? What distinguishes Epstein’s alleged crime
from the others? Why is his story so “high profile”?

Link above is clickable from PDF document.
Or manually enter URL: https://cutt.ly/Lwf8W2B

Sex Trafficking!!!

Link above is clickable from PDF document.
Or manually enter URL: https://cutt.ly/Awf89Xi

https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/judicial-watch-new-doj-docs-show-nellie-ohr-sent-doj-anti-trump-russia-dossier-materials-through-her-husband-bruce-ohr/
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2019/08/08/judicial-watch-foia-bruce-ohr-302-reports-released-full-pdf/comment-page-1/#comments
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2019/08/08/judicial-watch-foia-bruce-ohr-302-reports-released-full-pdf/comment-page-1/#comments
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The good guys have had their eye on Epstein for
a good while. Check out the timeline leading up to
his July, 2019 arrest.

A Timeline of Jeffrey Epstein’s Run-ins with the Law

Have you heard of NXIVM (Nexium)? Does the
name Keith Raniere ring a bell? Q has heard of him
and his organization. Who is Allison Mack?

You might want to read this article:

Raniere Found Guilty

The crimes are widespread. And we have not
even touched on the sex crimes and pedophilia that
have been hidden for decades in Hollywood.

We are just getting started here.

9. DESPERATION.

What feeds the desperate frenzy to remove Donald
Trump from office? Why were members of the FBI
and the DOJ under Obama so hell-bent on taking
him out as a candidate? Why did the mainstream
news media spend two years pushing the collusion
story when there never was any evidence? Why did
Robert Mueller spend so much time and taxpayer
money looking for an incriminating story to bring
down the president? Why is the Democrat-led
House of Representatives still looking for a reason
to impeach President Trump? Why has the New York
Times decided that they will now spend the months
leading up to the 2020 election building the case
that Donald Trump and his supporters are racist,
white supremacists?

Read about it here:
From Trump-Russia to Trump Racism

Why are so many so desperate to keep Trump
from winning a second term? Could it be that the
“swamp” is so much deeper and the crime network
is so much wider than we could ever have
imagined?

9. IS THE STORM COMING, OR IS IT HERE?

On October 6th 2017, President Trump gathered at
the White House with a group of military
personnel. At the conclusion of the meeting Trump
addressed the press corps with these words:

“You guys know what this represents? Maybe
it’s the calm before the storm.”

Following his odd remarks, a reporter asked,
“What’s the storm?”

Without hesitation Trump replied, “It could be
the calm, the calm before the storm.”

Another reporter asked, “What’s the storm?”

Link above is clickable from PDF document.
Or manually enter URL: https://cutt.ly/Uwf4Wr4

Link above is clickable from PDF document.
Or manually enter URL: https://cutt.ly/nwf7we6

Link above is clickable from PDF document.
Or manually enter URL: https://cutt.ly/Qwf4Nwm

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article221404845.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/nyregion/nxivm-trial-raniere.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/nyregion/nxivm-trial-raniere.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/columnists/new-york-times-chief-outlines-coverage-shift-from-trump-russia-to-trump-racism
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He responded, “You’ll find out.”
Watch the exchange for yourself :

The Calm Before the Storm

As noted earlier, the President’s peculiar
message was delivered on 10/6/2017. It was twenty-
two days later, on 10/28/2017 that Q’s first post
showed up. Five days after Q began posting, the
phrase “The calm before the storm” appeared on Q
Post # 38 dated 11/2/2017.

Twenty-two months have passed since our
president made his comment about the coming
storm. Before these comments were ever made,
Trump’s election had already created quite a storm.
And the storm did not abate with his inauguration.
In fact, in the months that have followed, the storm
has only intensified. What does the future hold?

10. BACK TO THE STORYTELLERS.

So a story is unfolding. But who controls the story?
For the Christian believer, the answer is quite clear.
God, the Master Storyteller is, of course, the One
who ultimately controls the story.

In our world created by a God who set things up
with the component of free will, the battle between
truth and error, good and evil, right and wrong, has
raged on for millennia. As noted earlier in this
publication, “… those who control the story, control
the essence and makeup of culture.”

On 54 separate occasions, Q has encouraged us
to “enjoy the show.” Q wants us patriots to believe
that the good guys are in control this time.

For those who follow Q and believe in the
veracity of the story Q is leading us to discover, a
great confidence is growing with the passage of
each day. But we have even more evidence to
consider…

11. THE STIRRING OF GOD’S PEOPLE?

Have you been a part of the remnant of God’s
people who have been interceding for this nation
over the last 50 years? Are you even aware of the
silent prayer warriors storming the gates of heaven
daily, and for years on end, for God’s intervention
and rescue of our crumbling nation?

Does God answer prayers?
Indeed he does! And upcoming issues of

Understanding the Times will be exploring God’s
words both to and through His prophets in these
days of trouble. The topic of the prophetic voice in
the 21st century is worth an entire book. In issues to
come, Understanding the Times will provide some
tools to set you on your own path of discovery.

12. IN SUMMARY.

A mysterious figure named Q arrived on the brink
of a pending storm; a battle to the death of the
storytellers and their narratives, one seeking to

“…from Issachar, men
who understood the times
and knew what Israel
should do—200 chiefs,
with all their relatives
under their

I Chronicles 12:32”

Link above is clickable from PDF document.
Or manually enter URL: https://cutt.ly/mwf7IDb

https://youtu.be/QBlrcUsMhps
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maintain their control, the other seeking to
supplant our enemy’s narrative; a failed attempt by
unelected government officials to illegally remove a
sitting president from office (TREASON); the
emergence of a growing collection of stories about
massive sex abuse and the trafficking of innocent
women and children.

Reader, we are looking at the very tip of the
iceberg. This emerging story is clearly one of good
versus evil. It has just begun to break through the
surface and come into the daylight.

All around us a war is raging. Do we see it? Do
we care? Will turning a blind eye make it go away?
Are we content with retreating into our comfort
zones of personal peace and prosperity? Do we wish
to remain living in the land of the undisturbed?

I am a famished patriot.
The hunger pangs first
appeared in the early
1980's. In the first
months of the Reagan
era, my pastor began to
teach Biblical Worldview
from the pulpit. He also
introduced me to the
Puritans and to the

Christian foundations of our American
republic. I have been on a quest for
nourishment ever since.

Multitudes, multitudes,
    in the valley of decision!

Joel 3:14

FUTURE ISSUES WILL INCLUDE…
The Ultimate Battleground:

Good vs. Evil, Truth vs. Falsehood, Light vs. Darkness
Blood of the Innocent
Baal, Molech & Others

The Power of Story
Winning and Maintaining Control of the Narrative
Understanding God’s Storytelling Template

Q Proofs
Yes, Q is for Real
Timestamps, Codes, Tweets, Hidden Messages, etc.

Coup d’ etat - FAILED!
Crossfire Hurricane
FVEY (Five Eyes)
FISA Court
Mueller Investigation
Impeachment

Clinton Foundation - Fake Charity
Money Laundering
Secrets Sold

The Currency of Darkness
Pedophilia - Magnitude of Crimes
Blackmail

Women & Children
Hollywood/Disney - Crimes and More Crimes
Sex Crimes in the Church

Crimes of the CIA
MKUltra
Mockingbird Media
CIA Origins of Social Media

Voter Fraud
Real on a massive scale

Secret & Not So Secret Societies
True “Conspiracy Theories”
Freemasons, Jesuits, Skull & Bones, Bohemian Grove
Family Bloodlines
The Payseur Empire

God’s Prophetic Voice
Virtually Silent for Decades
Emerging Voices

And Much, Much More…

The Calm

Before

the Storm

Trust

the Plan

You Are

the News

Now

Enjoy

the Show

What if we discovered that the republic
we thought we had, the people we thought

represented us, and the history we
learned in school, were not exactly as

they appeared to be?

Whose Stories
Do You Follow?


